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ON PRODUCT DECOMPOSITIONS 

BY 

K. VARADARAJAN 

Introduction. Borsuk has asked whether there exists for each compact metric 
absolute neighbourhood retract X an integer / (depending only on X) with the 
property that if X is homotopy equivalent to a cartesian product of more than / 
spaces than at least one of these spaces is contractible. The answer to this question 
is still not known. The following theorem has been proved by Ganea and Hilton 
[Theorem 1.3 of [1]]. 

THEOREM. Let X be a compact connected metric absolute neighbourhood retract. 
Let IT be the fundamental group ofX. If the set of primes which are orders of periodic 
elements in IT is finite, then an integer I with the required property exists. 

The object of this paper is to prove that Borsuk's problem admits of an affir
mative answer in case X is a compact connected manifold without boundary, with 
no restrictions on the fundamental group of X. Throughout this paper by a mani
fold we mean a topological manifold without boundary. The main theorem proved 
here can be stated as follows. 

THEOREM. Let M be a compact, connected manifold of dimension n. Suppose M 
is homotopy equivalent to 

X1X • • • X Xk. 

(a) If M is orientable and k>n at least one of the Xr's is contractible. 
(b) In general (when M is not necessarily orientable) ifk>2n—I at least one of the 

Xr's is contractible. 

Section 1 of this paper deals with the proof of this theorem. This theorem enables 
us to define the Borsuk number of a compact manifold M to be the least integer / 
with the property that if M is of the homotopy type of Xx X • • • x Xk with k> I then 
at least one of the Xr's is contractible. In section 2 we determine the Borsuk 
numbers of some familiar closed manifolds. Actually using the classification theorem 
for compact connected two dimensional manifolds we determine their Borsuk 
numbers completely. We also determine the Borsuk numbers of spheres, projective 
spaces and Lens spaces. 

§1. Compact manifolds. For any topological space X let H€(X) {respectively 
Ht(X, Z2)} denote the i-th Singular homology group of X with coefficients in Z 
{respy Z2}. The following Lemmas are consequences of the Kunneth formula. 
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LEMMA 1.1. Let n be any integer ^ 0 and X a ^-connected space satisfying H5{X)= 
0forj>n and Hn(X)c^.Z. Suppose X is homotopy equivalent to XXX• • • xXk. Then 
there exist integersqi>0for l<i<k satisfying 

(a) H^X^Oforj^iH^X^Zand 

LEMMA 1.2. Suppose X is a ^-connected space with Hj(X, Z 2 )=0 for j>n and 
Hn(X, Z^'^±Z2. IfX is of the homotopy type ofXx X • • • X Xk then there exist integers 
qi>Qfor 1<*<^ satisfying 

(a) #,(X,.;Z2)=0 for j>9i; H^X,; Z2)~Z2 and 

(b)22-ifc=a-

THEOREM 1.3. Let M be a compact, connected manifold of dimension n. Suppose 
M is homotopy equivalent to Xx X • • • X Xk. 

(A) If M is orientable and k>n then at least one of the Xr's is contractible. 
(B) In general, if k>2n—l at least one of the XT's is contractible. 

LEMMA 1.4. Let Xbea K(TT, 1) space with TT finite. If X is dominated by a manifold 
then 7T={1}. 

Proof. Let X be dominated by a manifold M of dimension m. Le t / :Z->M and 
g'.M-^-X be such that gof~Idx. Given any 7r-module A it can be thought of as a 
local coefficient system over X. Let g*{A) denote the pull-back of the local system 
A to M by g and/*(g * (A)) the pull-back of g*(A) to X. Since gof~Idx it follows 
that the composite 

H\X, A) °X H\M, g%4)) - H\XJ\g\A)) 

is an isomorphism for each /. Since Mis of dimension m H\M, g*(A))=0 for i>m. 
It follows that H%X, A)=0 for i>m. This in turn implies that H1{TT, A)=Q for 
i>m and all 7r-modules A. Hence the cohomological dimension of 7r<m. But a 
finite group is known to be of infinite cohomological dimension unless 7r={l}. 

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let M be orientable and k>n. Since Hn(M)^Z and 
Hj(M)=0 for j>n Lemma 1.1 applies to M. Hence there exist integers #t->0 for 
\<i<k satisfying ff,(Zi)=0 forj>q i9 HQi(X^Z and 2 Î U £,=?!. S i n c e k>n a n d 

each qi>0 it follows that <^=0 for at least one i. Without loss of generality we can 
assume that qx=0. It follows that Xx is 0-connected and that ^T?(Z1)=0 fo ry>l . 
Since Xx is dominated by a topological manifold it follows that Xx is of the homo
topy type of a CJF-complex. Let p:Xx-+Xx denote the universal covering of Xx. 

Let g:M-+Xxx- • -xXk be a homotopy equivalence. Let </>:P->M denote the 
pull-back of the covering 

p ' = p x Wj2x- • X J V ^ I X X* X ' * " X Xk -> Xx X X2 X • • • X Xk 
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by means of g. Then P is a covering manifold of M. Hence P is a connected 
orientable «-dimensional topological manifold. Moreover, P is of the homotopy 
type of X±xX2x- • *XXk. Hence HQ2(X2)®- • -®HQi(Xk)~Z is a direct summand 
of HH+...+qk{P)=Hn{P). It follows from this that P is compact. Hence P-^>M is 
a finite covering from which we immediately see that ^r^>X1 is a finite covering. 

Since P is a compact, connected, orientable manifold of dimension n we get 
Hn{P)—Z and Hj(P)=0 for j>n. Hence Lemma 1.1 applies to P as well. Since P 
is homotopy equivalent to ^ x l x * • -XJ^. and since HQ(X^~Z for / > 2 with 
#2+' " '+%=n, it follows from Lemma 1.1 applied to P that 1T?.(^?1)=0 fory>l . 

Since jfi is simply connected it follows immediately that Xi is contractible. If 
<TT denotes the fundamental group of Xx it follows from what we have proved so far 
that 77 is finite and that X1=K(7T, 1). Since X1 is dominated by M, by Lemma 1.4 
we see that 7r={l}. Hence Xx is contractible. This completes the proof of A, 

Assume M to be non-orientable and let N^+M be the orientable double covering 
of M. Suppose / : Xx X • • *xXk-^M is a homotopy equivalence. Choose once and 
for all base points x\ in X{ (1 <i<k). Choose m ° = / ( x j , . . . , xl) as the base point 
in M and a point u° e N satisfyingp(u°)=m° as the base point in N. For any set of 
indices l ^ ^ 1 < / / 2 < - • '<jitr<k we will identify ^ x - • 'XX^ with the subspace 
of Xxx- - -xXk consisting of those elements with x\ as the z'-th coordinate for 
iye/Uj (1 ;</<>). The fundamental groups of the spaces involved will be at the chosen 
base points. We denote the subgroupp*(Vi(A0) of TTX{M) by G. Then G is a sub
group of index 2 in TT^M). 

Since X±x- • -xXk is of the homotopy type of M and since Hn(M; Z2)~Z29 

from Lemma 1.2 we see that there exist integers ^ > 0 (IKi^k) satisfying 

(a) ^ . ( X , ; Z 2 ) ^ Z 2 , ^ . (Z , ;Z 2 )=0 f o r ; > ^ and 

Since each # z>0 and 2?=i 5ri==« w e c a n a t most have n of the yf's strictly positive. 
Hence at least k—n of the q/s should be 0. Without loss of generality we can assume 
q~0 for \<i<k—n. Then for l<i<k—n we have H^X^Z2)=0 whenevery>l. 
In particular Jcf1(Z4;Z2)=HomZ2 ( / /1(Z i ;Z2);Z2)=0. It follows that any map 
X^KiZ^ 1) is homotopically trivial (\<i<k—-ri). 

Let l<i<k—n. Any double covering over Xt can be considered as a principal 
Z2-bundle. As K(Z2, 1) is a classifying space for the group Z2 it follows that any 
double covering over X{ has to be trivial. I f / J = / | Zi:Zi->A/', then the pull-back 
of the double covering N-^M by fa is trivial. From this it follows that there exists a 
map hfXi-^N lifting fa (i.e.po h—fa) and satisfying hi(x°)=u°. As an immediate 
consequence, we get: 

(1) fi<"i(XÙ) c PMN)) = G 

Now, / * : 771 (Xt) X • • • X 7T1(ZJfc)->7r1(A/) is an isomorphism. Let 

H =n\G) n WX,.^) x ^(x,^) x . • • x ^(x,)}. 
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Using (1) we immediately see that: 

(2) TT^XJ x • • • X ^{Xk.n) X H = ft (G) 

Since G is of index 2 in ^(Af) it follows that: 

ir^Xj x • • • x ^{X^) x H 
is of index 2 in 

TT^Xi) X • • • X TTiCXfc.J X • • • X TTiCY*). 

In particular # i s of index 2 in ^ ( Z ^ ^ ) x • • • x ^ (1^) . Let t : 7 -
be the covering space corresponding to the subgroup if of 7T1(Xk_n+1) X • • • x ^(X*). 
Let T=/JXiX....xX;fc_nX/:Z1x- • -xXk_nX 7->Z1x- • -xZfc. Then r is a covering 
projection and 

(3) / * » TMXJ X • • • X ^ ( Z ^ J X 7^(7)) = G = p ^ i V ) ) 

It follows that there exists a map h-.X^- • -xXk_nxY-+N lifting /<> T. (i.e. 
p o /z=/° r). Thus diagram 1 below is commutative. 

Xxx---xXk_nx Y^N 

Ai X ' • • X A fc_n+1 X ' * ' X Xk —> M 

Using (3), commutativity of diagram 1 with/? and r covering projections and the 
fact t ha t / i s a homotopy equivalence it is easily seen that 

h:Xx X ••• X Xk_n x Y-+N 

induces isomorphisms of homotopy groups. Since the spaces involved have the 
homotopy type of CW complexes it follows that h is a homotopy equivalence. 

Now, N is a compact, connected, orientable topological manifold. In the 
product ZXX- • • X Xk_nx Y there are (k-n+l) factors. If k>2n—l then k~n+ 
\>n. Hence by 4̂ of Theorem 1.3 at least one of the factors in Xx x • • • x Xk_n x Y 
is contractible. 

We claim that Fis not contractible. Denoting Xk_n+1 x • • • XXk by E we see that 
F is a double covering of E. If Y were contractible it would follow that E= 
K(Z2, 1). But E is dominated in homotopy by M contradicting Lemma 1,4. It 
follows that necessarily one of the Z /s with \<i<k—n is contractible. This 
completes the proof of B of Theorem 1.3. 

§2. Borsuk numbers of certain closed manifolds. Theorem 1.3 enables us to 
introduce the following: 

DEFINITION 2.1. Let M be any compact manifold. The Borsuk number of M is 
the least integer / with the property that if M is of the homotopy type of Xx x • • • X 
Xk with c > / then at least one of the X/s is contractible. 
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We denote the Borsuk number of M by 1{M). Before stating the results proved in 
this section we recall the definition of Lens spaces briefly. For any integer « > 1 we 
consider S271-1 as the unit sphere in the complex «-space Cn; that is to say: 

S2""1 = {(zl5 z2 , . . ., zn) | J j ^ l 2 = l} 

Let n and m be integers > 2 . Let 77 denote the cyclic group of order ra with t as a 
generator. Given any «-tupe (al9... , an) of primitive ra-th roots of unity an action 
of 77 on S2n~x can be defined by setting 

(4) t(zl9..., zn) = (axzl9..., anzn) 

For ra=2 the only primitive rath root of unity is —1 and then the above action 
corresponds to the antipodal action of the cyclic group of order 2 on £2n_1. In this 
case the quotient space is P2w_1(i^).'When ra>3 the quotient space got under the 
action of n on 5 2 n _ 1 described by (4) is known as a Lens space. It is clear that there 
exists a unique «-tuple of integers (ql9. . . , qn) satisfying 

1 < Qj < m, ccj = exp(2Triqjjm) 
andgv relatively prime to m. Also there exists a unique «-tuple of integers (rl9.. . , 
rn) satisfying l < r , < r a and r iy i=l(modw). The quotient space *S2n_1/7r corre
sponding to the action described in (4) is usually denoted by Lm(rl9... , rn). 

PROPOSITION 2.2. For any integer « > 1 we have 

(i) / (£»)= land 
(ii) /(P»(19)=l 

Proof, (i) Suppose Sn~X1xX2. By Lemma 1.1 there exist integers ^ > 0 
( î = l , 2) such that: H^X^Z; tfff2(Z2)~Z; i/,(Z1)=0 fory> ? 1 , # , (Z 2)=0 for 

j>q2 and q1+q2=n. If each q{>0 it follows that qt<n for each i. Then H^X^^Z 
is a subgroup of Hqi(S

n)=0, a contradiction. Hence one of the q/s is 0. Without 
loss of generality we can assume ^ = 0 . Then q2—n. If « = 1 , 7r1(Z1) X 7r1(Z2)^Z. 
Hence one of the groups TTJJC^C^LZ and the other 0. Since H1(X1)=0 we can not 
have TT^XJCZZ. Hence TT 1 (Z 1 )=0. Also //;.(Z1)=0 f o r ; > 0 (since ?i=0). This 
proves that X1 is contractible. This proves that / (S n )=l . 

(ii) Suppose Pn{R)^X1xX2. Since 7r1(Pw(i?)^Z2 we have one of the groups 
7T1(Xi)c±Z2 and the other 0. Assume 7r1(Z1)=0 and 7r1(Z2)^Z2. Let %2 be the 
universal covering of Z2. Then Xx x X2 is the universal covering of Xx x Z2 and hence 
of the homotopy type of Sn. By (i) either Xx is contractible or Z2 is contractible. If 
%2 is contractible then X2=K(Z2, 1) and is dominated in homotopy by Pn(R) 
contradicting Lemma 1.4. This shows that Xx is contractible and hence l(Pn(R))=l. 

PROPOSITION 2.3. l(Lm(rl9..., rn))=l. 

Proof. Suppose Lm(rl9. . . , rn)~XxxX2. The fundamental group irx(Lm{rl9 

. . . , rn))^7r the cyclic group of order ra. It follows from this that each of the groups 
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ÏTLPQ 0'=1,2) is a finite cyclic group. Let dt=order of ^(Z^). Denoting the 
universal covering of Xt by ^ we see that *S2n~1 '—'^xi^ because 5 2 n _ 1 is the 
universal covering of £TO(rl5. . . , rn). From (i) of proposition 2.2 we see that one of 
the spaces 2t is contractible. For definite mass sake assume %x contractible. 
Then X1=K(Zdi, 1) and is dominated by the manifold £m(r1? . . . , rn). By Lemma 
1.4 we see that dx=l and hence X± is contractible. This completes the proof of 
proposition 2.3. 

Our next result is the determination of the Borsuk numbers of all compact 
connected 2-dimensional manifolds. For this we need the following well-known 
classification theorem. Many standard books contain a proof of this theorem. We 
refer our readers to Theorem 5.1 of Chapter one in [2]. 

THEOREM. Any compact connected 2-dimensional manifold is either homeomorphic 
to S2 or to the connected sum Sl X 5X# ftS1 X S1 of n copies of the torus or 
the connected sum P\R)# #P\R) oîn copies of the projective plane where 
n is an integer > 1 . 

We denote the connected sum of h copies of S1 X S1 by Mh and the connected 
sum of h copies of P2(R) by Nh. The result that we prove can now be stated as 
follows : 

THEOREM 2.4. 

(0 /(S2)=l 
(ii) l(S1xS1)=2 

(iii) l(Mh)=l whenever h>2 
(iv) l(Nh) = 1 whenever h>\. 

Proof, (i) is already contained in proposition 2.2. 
(ii) Since S1 X S1 is orientable from sf of Theorem 1.3 it follows that 1{SX X Sx)< 

2. Also in the factorisation SlxS1=X1xX2 with X1=S1=X2 both the factors X± 

and X2 are non-contractible. Hence l(S1xS1)>2. This proves (ii). 
(iii) Let h>2 and suppose Mh^>X1xX2. From Lemma 1.1 we see that there 

exist integers ^ > 0 ( f= l , 2) satisfying H^X^c^Z; 11^X^=0 for j>qt and qx+ 
q2=2. If both qx and q2 are different from 0, then q±=l, q2=l in which case we 
get H1(X1xX2)c^Z@Z. But it is known [Propostion 5.1, Chapter four [2]]| that 
H^MjJ is a free abelian group of rank 2h. Since h > 2 the rank of H1(X1 x X2) should 
be > 4 , contrary to H1(X1 x I 2 ) ^ Z © Z . Thus one of them's has to be zero. Without 
loss of generality we can assume #i=0. Then q2=2. Le t / ? :^—^i be the universal 
covering of Xx and r=pxIdXz: %x x X2->X1 x X2. Let t : V-+Mh be the pull-back of 
the covering T : Xx x X2-+Xx X X2 by a homotopy equivalence Mh->XX x X2. Then V 
is an orientable 2-dimensional manifold homotopy equivalent to XxxX2. Hence 
H2(X2)c^.Z is a subgroup of H2(V). It follows from this that V is compact. Now, 
Lemma 1.1 applied to the situation V^j(1xX2 combined with the fact H2(X2)^Z 
immediately yields ^ ( J ? i )=0 for /> 1. Hence X± is contractible. Since Fis compact 
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/: V-^Mh is a finite covering and hence 2^XX is a finite covering. Thus X1= 
K(TT, 1) for some finite group rr. Since Xx is dominated by Mn by Lemma 1.4 we see 
that 77={1} and hence Xx is contractible. This proves that l(Mh)=l whenever 
h^2. 

(iv) For h=l, Nh=P2(R) and (ii) of proposition 2.2 gives /(P2(i?))=l. Let now 
h>2 and suppose Nh'^X1xX2. Since iV̂ , is a non-orientable compact connected 
2-dimensional manifold we have H2(Nh)=0 and H2(Nh; Z2)c^Z2. It is known 
[Proposition 5.1, Chapter four [2]] that H^Nj) is a direct sum of a free abelian 
group of rank (/*—1) with a copy of Z2. From this it follows that 

(5) dim H^Nfù ® Z2 over Z2 = /i 

From Lemma 1.2 we see that there exist integers ^ > 0 ( /=1 , 2) satisfying 

H f f i (Z , ;Z 2 ) -Z 2 ; H,(X,;Z2) = 0 

for/>y i andq1+q2=2. Suppose each^-^O. Then ̂ = 1 =gr
2. In this case H1(X1;Z2)c^ 

Z2, #i(X2 ; Z2)c^Z2 and hence 

(6) ff^; Z2) - H^Xx X X2; Z2) - Z2 0 Z2 

But J Ï ^ Z ^ ^ ^ (since H0(Nh)=Z is 
free abelian). Whenever /z>3 the conditions (5) and (6) are incompatible. There
fore it follows that whenever A>3 one of the q/s should necessarily be zero. 

Now consider the case h=2. In this case J71(iVJ^Z©Z2. Also from Nh~X± X X2 

we get H^NJ^H^XJQH^XJ. Again suppose fr=l=y2. Then # i ( * i ; Z 2 )~Z 2 ; 
-Hi(Z2; Z 2 )~Z 2 . It follows from this that H^XJ^O and fl^JQ^O. Since -Hi(Ay© 
H1(X2)^H1(Nh)c^Z@Z2 we see that one of the groups HX{X^Z and the other 
isomorphic to Z2. In this case H1(X1)®H1(X2)^iZ®Z2^Z2 will be a subgroup of 
H2{X1y.X^c^.H2{N^. But H2(Nh)=0. This contradiction shows that even when 
A=2 one of the q/s has to be necessarily equal to 0. 

Without loss of generality we can assume q±=0 and q2=2. Then 

(7) Hj(X1;Z2) = 0 f o r j > l 

Hence 

(8) H\XX\ Z2) = HomZi(JBrXJri; Z2), Z2) = 0 for j ^ 1 

Let/?: W->Nh be the two fold orientable covering of Nh. Choose a homotopy 
equivalence f:X1xX2->Nh. Using the fact that H1(X1;Z2)=0 and arguing in the 
same way as in the proof of Theorem 1.3, B of this paper we see that there exists a 
double covering Y-+X2 with the property that Wis homotopy equivalent to Xx x Y. 
Since Wis a compact, connected, orientable 2-dimensional manifold it it homeo-
morphic to either S2 or to an Md for some integer d>l. From (i) and (iii) (proved 
already) we see that l(W)=l unless W=S1xS1. 
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We first deal with the case W^SP-xS1. Then, as 1(W)=1 one of the spaces Xx 

or Y should be contractible. If Y is contractible then X2=K(Z2, 1) and X2 is 
dominated by Nh contradicting Lemma 1.4. Hence, Xx is necessarily contractible. 

For completing the proof of (iv) we have to still deal with the case W^S1 X S1. 
Then SlxS1^Xxx Y. Hence 7rx(Xx) is a direct summand of T T 1 ( S , 1 X S ' 1 ) = Z © Z . 

Hence either TTX(XX)^0 or Z or Z@Z. If TTX(XX)C=LZ or Z@Z we will have HX(XX)~Z 
or Z@Z in which case HX(XX;Z2) will be different from 0 contradicting (7). There
fore, 7r1(Z1)=0. Applying Lemma 1.1 to the situation S1 X S1~XX X F we see that 
there exist integers r ^ O , r 2 >0 such that Hri(Xx)^.Z, Hr2(Y)~Z; H^X^Q for 
j>rl9 # , ( F ) = 0 for ;>r 2 and rx+r2=2. From TT 1 (Z 1 )=0 we get Hx(Xx)=0. Hence 
rl9&l. If rx=2 then H2(XX)=Z and hence i f 2(Z 1 ;Z 2)^0 contradicting (7). It 
follows that rx=0 (and hence r2=2). Then Xx satisfies 7rx(Xx)=Q and H^X^—O for 
y > l . Hence Xx is contractible. 

This completes the proof of (iv). 

§3. Conclusion. A of Theorem 1.3 implies that the Borusk number 1(M) of 
a compact, connected, orientable manifold M satisfies the inequality /(M)<Çdim 
M. In case M is not orientable, B of Theorem 1.3 gives the inequality 1{M)<2 
dimAf—1. 

Problem. Are there non-orientable compact, connected manifolds M for which 
7(M)>dimM? 
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